
Place In Time - October Card  "October 31"

      Class Project                          Featuring: Place In Time

Designed by Gloria Stengel 
Graphic 45® Supplies:
2 sheets October Cut-Apart (#4500610)
1 sheet October Foundation (#4500609)
1 sheet Place in Time Sentiments (#4500616)
1 sheet Chipboard Tags 2 (#4500620)
1 sheet Cardstock Stickers (#4500617)
1 sheet Alphabet Sticker Staples (#4500235)

Additional Supplies: 
1 sheet Core'dinations Photogenic Cardstock (12x12) 
2 yards Black twine or cord
1 Orange Button

Tools:
Paper trimmer, scissors, scoring tool or bone 
folder and scoring board, ruler, adhesive dots,  
tape runner, 3D foam adhesive, postage edge  
decorative scissors (optional)

Instructions:

*All measurements are length x width.
**Use a sanding block to smooth any rough edges 
on cardstock punch-outs or chipboard elements. 
1. Cut black cardstock to 10” x 7”. Score at 5” to  
create a top-fold, 5” x 7” card.

2. Trim the 12-inch "pumpkin time" banner from the 
reverse of a sheet of October Cut-Apart paper. Cut 
the strip to 6 7⁄8” long and set aside.

3. From the reverse of a sheet of October Cut-Apart 
paper, trim the orange stripe paper to 4 1⁄4” x 6 7⁄8”. 
Attach the orange stripe paper to the card front, 
making sure to leave a 1⁄16” border along the bottom 
and sides. (The top border will be approx. 5⁄8”.)

4. Attach the "pumpkin time" banner to the top of 
the card as shown, making sure to leave a 1⁄16”  
border at the top of the card.
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5. From a sheet of October Cut-Apart paper,  
carefully trim the postcard and two postage 
stamp images. (Use postage-edge decorative  
scissors, if desired.) 

6. From the Sentiments paper, trim out the  
"October" sentiment. 

7. From the Chipboard Tags 2 collection,  
remove the Halloween tag shown. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8. Trim the postcard and rub the edges with black 
ink. Curl the corners as shown and attach the 
postcard image to the card front, approximately 
3⁄8” from the left and bottom edges.

9. Attach the "October" sentiment to the right side 
of the postcard image with dimensional foam. 

10. Attach "31" number stickers (Graphic 45®  
Alphabet Sticker Staples) to the lower right  
corner of the card.

11. Create a banner at the top right corner  
of the card. Glue the Halloween chipboard  
element approximately 1 1⁄4” from the right edge 
of the card as shown.

12. Trim the two postage stamp  
images,  attach them at an angle on each side of 
the chipboard tag.

13. Create two small bows from black twine and 
attach them to the left and right edges of the  

postage 
stamp  
images.

14. Create 
a "loopy" 
bow from 
black 
twine and 
glue to 
the top of 

the chipboard tag. (To make a loopy bow, wrap the 
twine around your fingers a few times. Slide the 
twine off your fingers and pinch the twine in the 
middle. Tie the pinched area with a short length of 
twine. Trim all the twine tails.)

15. Tie twine through the holes of an orange but-
ton, and glue the button to the top of the loopy bow 
as shown.

16. To create the paper rosettes, trim a strip of pur-
ple dot and a strip of black check from the reverse 
of a sheet of October Cut-Apart paper. Trim both 
strips to 3⁄4” x 9 1⁄4”. 

17. Score each strip every 1⁄4” and accordion fold. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

18. Glue the ends of the paper strips together, and 
then press toward the center to create the rosette. 
Place glue or an adhesive dot onto a scrap of paper 
and attach it to the back of the rosette to secure 
the shape.

19. Place the sticker buttons from the Place in 
Time Cardstock Stickers sheet onto the top of each 
rosette as shown. 

20. Tie two bows with black twine and attach a bow 
to the center of each rosette.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

21. Attach the rosettes to the post card image as 
shown.

22. Trim October Foundations paper (or cream 
cardstock) to 4 7⁄8” x 6 7⁄8” and attach to the inside 
of the card. 
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